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What changed in the past 15 years?

Models are bigger, with more details.

More data can be connected to 

a model.



Are models more accurate in 2022?

I don’t know.



Why does that matter? 

Planning & Design Project
Real time applications

Flooding in urban areas



New tools are needed to bridge the gap.

Can you tell me the XX % chance 

there will be flooding in this 

neighborhood? So that I can decide 

if I need to notify the residents.

I know we cannot fix the flooding 

problem with $1 million when it 

rains hard. But that’s all I can afford 

now. I need to know what will 

happen if I spend $1M.



2005 We know how to do it for a very long time.



Only PhD students know how to do it. 

We need cheap tools that engineer 

can learn quickly.



Python is the perfect tool

Free open-source tools backup by big names with large community.

43X



Python ecosystem is the App store for anyone 

who would like to DIY their own future.

The goal is

• Solve a new problem

• Solve an old problem with a new approach

The goal is not building new tools.





Genetic Algorithm



Building AI models



We have lots of observed data Proposed condition or we don’t have lots of 

observed data

How can we use python?

Continuous simulation 

and calibration
Sensitivity and 

uncertainty analysis

Data-driven modeling



Case Studies



 Real-time model for sewer billing at 60+ 

locations

 Send alerts when sensors are 

malfunctioning

 Replace bad or missing flow meter data 

with simulated flows

Real-time Live Modeling



 Many billing flow meters were not calibrated in the Planning model.

 The accuracy of the model is not quantified.

Challenges

Quantify how well the model is doing, then calibrate model.



 Simple statistics to quantify calibration results

o Daily average

o Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE)

 Calculate dry weather flow pattern from good dry weather flow data

The same old approach



Dry Weather Updates

 Ground water infiltration (GWI)

 Base sanitary flow

 Diurnal Pattern

GWI

Weekday diurnal pattern

BSF



Calibration Results

3 DWF Events

3 Months

Oct, Nov, Dec

For all the days: from 1423 to 2825 out of 5796 days(92 days * 63 meters, daily average within 10%)

For dry weather weeks: from 352 to 729 out of 1260 DWF days (20 days x 63 meters, daily average within 10%)



 Getting ensemble statistics for each 2D cell and map it 

Ensemble statistics for 2D Model





 With the rise of real-time modeling and urban flooding, we need to more accurately 

quantify the model accuracy and uncertainties.

 Python greatly lowered the barrier to advanced math and AI tools with free libraries, and 

large communities.

 Front line modelers can develop the needed skills for such tasks using freely available 

online resources in a few months instead of years formal college level trainings.

 The Innovyze team demonstrated incorporating python as part of the modeling workflow 

can bring more values for the customers.

Conclusion
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